Introduction

**Note:** This tutorial was written for v20 of the AS3935 lightning detector. For information on the previous version of the hookup guide, you will need to head over to the older tutorial.

The SparkFun AS3935 Lightning Detector adds lightning detection to your next weather station or to your next bike ride. Are you worried about the looming clouds in the distance, how far away is that storm exactly? The lightning detector can tell you the distance to the front of the storm 40 km away with an accuracy of 1km. It has false positive rejection and comes with many configurable features. To get at those features we have written a library that gives you access to settings such as storm sensing sensitivity, when detecting indoors vs outdoors, or the number of lightning strikes needed to trigger an interrupt! Revision 2.0 of the board is **SPI only**, with the caveat that if you wanted to use I²C, all the parts are there but it is **NOT** supported by SparkFun.
Required Materials

To follow along with the example code used in this tutorial, you will also need the following materials. You may not need everything though depending on what you have. Add it to your cart, read through the guide, and adjust the cart as necessary.

**Tools**

- Break Away Headers - Straight  
  PRT-00116
- SparkFun RedBoard Qwiic  
  DEV-15123
- Jumper Wires - Connected 6” (M/F, 20 pack)  
  PRT-12794
- USB micro-B Cable - 6 Foot  
  CAB-10215
Depending on your setup, you may need a soldering iron, solder, and general soldering accessories.

Soldering Iron - 60W (Adjustable Temperature)  
Solder Lead Free - 15-gram Tube

Suggested Reading
We would also recommend taking a look at the following tutorials if you aren't familiar with them.

Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)  
SPI is commonly used to connect microcontrollers to peripherals such as sensors, shift registers, and SD cards.

I2C  
An introduction to I2C, one of the main embedded communications protocols in use today.

How to Work with Jumper Pads and PCB Traces  
Handling PCB jumper pads and traces is an essential skill. Learn how to cut a PCB trace, add a solder jumper between pads to reroute connections, and repair a trace with the green wire method if a trace is damaged.

RedBoard Qwiic Hookup Guide  
This tutorial covers the basic functionality of the RedBoard Qwiic. This tutorial also covers how to get started blinking an LED and using the Qwiic system.
Hardware Overview

Power

You can provide **3.3V** through the through hole labeled **3V3** on the header along the side of the product. When the board is powered, the on board red power LED will turn on.

LED

There is one LED on the product and it will turn on when power is supplied to the board. You can disconnect this LED by cutting the jumper on the underside of the product labeled **LED**.

SPI

The SPI data pins on the header along the edge of the board are labeled with the respective functions necessary for using SPI: **MOSI**, **MISO**, **CS**, and **SCK**. We’ll walk through how to use these pins in the example code below with **Example 1-Lightning Basics**.
Interrupt Pin

Heads up! There is a minor silkscreen error on the PCB for the interrupt pin. The interrupt pin is an active high as opposed to an active low as indicated image. The silkscreen has been updated.

The interrupt pin goes **HIGH** when the lightning detector has sensed an event, whether it's lightning, a disturber, or noise. Make sure to connect to this pin to check if there is an event detected.

Antenna

The largest part on the SparkFun Lightning Detector is lightning antenna. Keep the area around the antenna free for optimal lightning detection.
Jumpers

**Heads up!** We left the I²C features on the board for those that were interested in using the board with the I²C bus. However, we recommend using this with SPI due to the lack active support of the product.

There are four jumpers on this product all on its underside. Starting at the lower left is the triple pull-up jumper labeled **I²C PU**, used for the I²C data lines (check section: *A note on I²C* below). If you have many I²C devices chained together, you will need to leave these jumpers open.

Next to the **I²C PU** jumper are two address jumpers labeled **ADR** that allow you to change the SparkFun Lightning Detector’s I²C address. The default I²C address is **0x03** but it can be changed to two other addresses: **0x02, 0x01**.
In the upper right is the power LED disconnect jumper; cut this to disconnect the red power LED.

Finally towards the top is the I²C jumper which does two things: grounds the \texttt{cs} pin and enables I²C. SparkFun does \textit{not} support I²C on this particular product (check section: \textit{A note on I²C below}).
A Note on I²C

SparkFun does not actively support I²C on this product due to the inconsistency of its' implementation by its' manufacturer AMS and their lack of active support of the product.

The SparkFun Lightning Detector's original design supported I²C but there were issues raised by a small percentage of customers who purchased this product with regards to its' reliability. This issue was followed up with an investigation by our engineers and unfortunately, we decided we could not support it officially. However, if you want to use it, all of the goods are there. Just know SparkFun won't be supporting problems that may arise with its' use.

To enable I²C: close the CS side of the I²C EN jumper and cut the SI side. Then close the right side of the I²C PU jumper. See jumpers above for pictures. You'll have to dig into the datasheet to see which lines are the I²C data lines. Happy Hacking!

False Positives and Noise

There are a number of sources that can cause false positives but the lightning detector itself can reliably filter these out by default. If not, there are a number of settings you can configure easily with SparFun's Lightning Detector library to increase the chip's robustness to noise and false positives (see Example2 More Lightning Features SPI). However, it can help to know some potential sources of noise: fluorescent lighting, microwave ovens, smartphone and smartwatch displays, DC-DC converters, refrigerators, and/or things that can switch large voltages in general.

Hardware Assembly

Oh snap! I specifically used the RedBoard Qwiic because of its ability to switch its' logic level between 3.3V and 5V, and I'm utilizing the 3.3V Logic for our following examples. Just keep in mind that with whichever micro-controller you use, that you use one that runs at 3.3V or use a logic level converter.
For this you'll have to solder break away headers to the header on the SparkFun Lightning Detector. After plugging that into your breadboard, you'll wire the RedBoard Qwiic to the Lightning Detector with the following order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RedBoard Qwiic (Set to 3.3V Logic)</th>
<th>SparkFun Lightning Detector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.3V</td>
<td>3.3V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>SCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>MISO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>MOSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>INT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arduino Library Installation
Note: This example assumes you are using the latest version of the Arduino IDE on your desktop. If this is your first time using Arduino, please review our tutorial on installing the Arduino IDE. If you have not previously installed an Arduino library, please check out our installation guide.

If you've never connected an CH340 device to your computer before, you may need to install drivers for the USB-to-serial converter. Check out our section on How to Install CH340 Drivers for help with the installation.

We've provided a library for the SparkFun Lightning Detector that configures every available setting the IC offers. Some of the features include modifying the sensitivity of the antenna, whether you're inside or outside, fine tuning when the IC triggers an interrupt, or modifying the resonance frequency of the antenna. You can search the Arduino Library Manager for "SparkFun Lightning Detector", or you can click the button below to get the library and install it manually. Finally, you can also download it manually from the GitHub Repo.

Example 1 - Basic Lightning SPI

The example below will start with the basic functionality in Example1_BasicLightning_SPI.ino. Open the example up to follow along.

Example 1 - Basic Lightning SPI

At the very top, we have a few defines that will help us to distinguish what sort of event the SparkFun Lightning Detector has sensed. There are three possible "events". The first of course is lightning, but we may also get a false lightning event called a disturber, and finally we may hear noise. Also of note are the noise and disturber variables. We'll talk about those farther down in the main loop.

```cpp
#include <SPI.h>
#include <Wire.h>
#include "SparkFun_AS3935.h"

#define INDOOR 0x12
#define OUTDOOR 0xE
#define LIGHTNING_INT 0x08
#define DISTURBER_INT 0x04
#define NOISE_INT 0x01

SparkFun_AS3935 lightning;

// Interrupt pin for lightning detection
const int lightningInt = 4;
int spiCS = 10; //SPI chip select pin

// This variable holds the number representing the lightning or non-lightning
// event issued by the lightning detector.
int intVal = 0;
int noise = 2; // Value between 1-7
int disturber = 2; // Value between 1-10
```
By default the SparkFun Lightning Detector is set to be run inside because I'm assuming you're at your computer running this code. If you're outside change the parameter to OUTDOOR.

```cpp
void setup()
{
    // When lightning is detected the interrupt pin goes HIGH.
    pinMode(lightningInt, INPUT);

    Serial.begin(115200);
    Serial.println("AS3935 Franklin Lightning Detector");

    SPI.begin();

    if( !lightning.beginSPI(spiCS, 2000000) ){
        Serial.println ("Lightning Detector did not start up, freezing!");
        while(1);
    }
    else
    {
        Serial.println("Schmow-ZoW, Lightning Detector Ready!");

        // The lightning detector defaults to an indoor setting at
        // the cost of less sensitivity, if you plan on using this outdoors
        // uncomment the following line:
        //lightning.setIndoorOutdoor(OUTDOOR);
    }
}
```

In the main loop the interrupt pin is monitored for a lightning event from the Lightning Detector. If the interrupt pin goes HIGH we check whether this event is lightning, a disturber, or noise with the lightning.readInterruptReg() function call. Each of these events are printed out in the serial window at 115200 baud. If lightning is detected, then we check the distance to the storm with lightning.distanceToStorm() and print that out to the window. There are two other possibilities: noise and disturber. If you see a lot of noise or disturbers check the section False Positives and Noise above to help guide you to reduce the noise in your environment. We can also increase the SparkFun Lightning Detector's robustness to noise with the lightning.setNoiseLevel() function call. Likewise we can increase the SparkFun Lightning Detector's resistance to false lightning events with lightning.watchdogThreshold().
```cpp
void loop()
{
    // Hardware has alerted us to an event, now we read the interrupt register
    if(digitalRead(lightningInt) == HIGH){
        intVal = lightning.readInterruptReg();
        if(intVal == NOISE_INT){
            Serial.println("Noise.");
            // Too much noise? Uncomment the code below, a higher number means better
            // noise rejection.
            //lightning.setNoiseLevel(noise);
        }
        else if(intVal == DISTURBER_INT){
            Serial.println("Disturber.");
            // Too many disturbers? Uncomment the code below, a higher number means better
            // disturber rejection.
            //lightning.watchdogThreshold(disturber);
        }
        else if(intVal == LIGHTNING_INT){
            Serial.println("Lightning Strike Detected!");
            // Lightning! Now how far away is it? Distance estimation takes into
            // account any previously seen events in the last 15 seconds.
            byte distance = lightning.distanceToStorm();
            Serial.print("Approximately: ");
            Serial.print(distance);
            Serial.println("km away!");
        }
    }
    delay(100); // Slow it down.
}
```

When lightning is sensed you'll see the following in your Arduino serial window.

```
A$3935 Franklin Lightning Detector
Schmoow-20W, Lightning Detector Ready!
Disturber.
Noise.
Noise.
Noise.
Disturber.
Lightning Strike Detected!
Approximately 5km away!
```

### Example 2 - More Lightning Sensor Features SPI

In the following example we'll explore some of the other features available to you from the SparkFun Lightning Detector Arduino Library. This example actually functions exactly as the example above in that it monitors for a lightning event in the main loop; so we'll focus on the `setup` to see how it demonstrates different settings that you can set.

At the top we have a few more variable for a number of settings. The first two `noiseFloor` and `watchDogVal` holds the values for increasing the Lightning Detector's robustness against `noise` and `false lightning events` respectively. The following variable `spike` holds a value to further increase the robustness of the SparkFun
Lightning Detector towards false events. Finally, `lightningThresh` holds the value for the number of lightning events that need to occur before the SparkFun Lightning Detector alerts you.

```c
// Values for modifying the IC's settings. All of these values are set to their default values.
byte noiseFloor = 2;
byte watchdogVal = 2;
byte spike = 2;
byte lightningThresh = 1;
```

The first function call `lightning.maskDisturber(true)` will stop the Lightning Detector from alerting you to any false events at all. We check that the setting was set correctly with `lightning.readMaskDisturber()`.

```c
lightning.maskDisturber(true);

int maskVal = lightning.readMaskDisturber();
Serial.print("Are disturbers being masked: ");
if (maskVal == 1)
  Serial.println("YES");
else if (maskVal == 0)
  Serial.println("NO");
```

The next two function calls increase the SparkFun Lightning Detector's robustness to noise with `lightning.setNoiseLevel()` and false lightning events with `lightning.watchdogThreshold()`. We give these function the values in the variables mentioned above: `noiseFloor` and `watchDogVal`. Just below each of these respective functions are functions that read back the settings we just set: `lightning.readNoiseLevel()` and `lightning.readWatchdogThreshold()`.

```c
lightning.setNoiseLevel(noiseFloor);

int noiseVal = lightning.readNoiseLevel();
Serial.print("Noise Level is set at: ");
Serial.println(noiseVal);

// Watchdog threshold setting can be from 1-10, one being the lowest. Default setting is two. If you need to check the setting, the corresponding function for reading the function follows.

lightning.watchdogThreshold(watchDogVal);

int watchVal = lightning.readWatchdogThreshold();
Serial.print("Watchdog Threshold is set to: ");
Serial.println(watchVal);
```

The next setting is a bit light on details in the datasheet but helps to increase the SparkFun Lightning Detector's ability to reject false positives by reducing the spike that is analyzed by the validation routine within the Lightning Detector. This will make the lightning detector less sensitive.
// Spike Rejection setting from 1-11, one being the lowest. Default setting is // two. If you need to check the setting, the corresponding function for // reading the function follows. // The shape of the spike is analyzed during the chip's // validation routine. You can round this spike at the cost of sensitivity to // distant events.

lightning.spikeRejection(spike);

int spikeVal = lightning.readSpikeRejection();
Serial.print("Spike Rejection is set to: ");
Serial.println(spikeVal);

The lightning.lightningThreshold() function makes it possible to increase the number of lightning strikes that the lightning detector senses before it issues an interrupt. Possible settings are 1, 5, 9, or 16 lightning strikes.

// This setting will change when the lightning detector issues an interrupt. // For example you will only get an interrupt after five lightning strikes // instead of one. Default is one, and it takes settings of 1, 5, 9 and 16. // Followed by its corresponding read function. Default is zero.

lightning.lightningThreshold(lightningThresh);

uint8_t lightVal = lightning.readLightningThreshold();
Serial.print("The number of strikes before interrupt is triggered: ");
Serial.println(lightVal);

Did you set too many settings and just want to get it back to default settings? Then the function lightning.resetSettings() will do just that.

As mentioned above this example code does exactly the same as the first example above but offers more settings to tailor your SparkFun Lightning Detector to your project.

More Example Code

If you’re looking to tune the antenna’s frequency of the SparkFun Lightning Detector then check out the Example 3- Tune Antenna SPI included in the SparkFun Lightning Detector Library. You’ll need some method of reading a square wave of at least 4kHz: an oscilloscope, or logical analyzer. As a good starting point, we’ve found that the resonance frequency of our manufactured boards start at about ~496kHz. The datasheet specifies that the resonance frequency should be within 3.5 percent above or below 500mHz for optimal lightning detection. Our boards ship within less than one percent of that value.

Resources and Going Further

For more on the AS3935, check out the links below:

- Schematic (PDF)
- Eagle Files (ZIP)
- Datasheet (PDF)
- GitHub
  - SparkFun AS3935 Lightning Detector Library
  - Product Repo - Design files and more datasheets!
Need some other weather sensing parts for your project? Check out some of the ones listed below.

Weather Meters
SEN-08942

SparkFun Environmental Combo Breakout - CCS811/BME280 (Qwiic)
SEN-14348

SparkFun Pressure Sensor Breakout - MS5803-14BA
SEN-12909

SparkFun Weather Shield
DEV-13956

Need some inspiration for your next project? Check out some of these related tutorials to sense your environment!

MS5803-14BA Pressure Sensor Hookup Guide
Breakout of MS5803-14BA Pressure Sensor to measure the absolute pressure of the fluid around them to determine altitude, water depth, or any other tasks that require an accurate pressure reading. This includes air, water, and anything else that acts like a viscous fluid.

T5403 Barometric Pressure Sensor Hookup Guide
T5403 Barometric Pressure Sensor Hookup Guide
**MAX30105 Particle and Pulse Ox Sensor Hookup Guide**

The SparkFun MAX30105 Particle Sensor is a flexible and powerful sensor enabling sensing of distance, heart rate, particle detection, even the blinking of an eye. Get ready. Set. Shine!

Or check out this related blog post.

**SparkFun gator:particle Hookup Guide**

The gator:particle is an I2C heart-rate monitor and pulse oximeter that can be used as a particle sensor. This tutorial will get you started using the gator:particle with the micro:bit platform.

**Enginursday: Lightning Detector for the Trail**
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